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ABSTRACT 

In recentzpast, severe earthquakes havezcaused substantial physical losses andzcasualties. 

Partszof India are inzhigh risk of facingzdevastating earthquakes. Since a majorityzof the 

populationzis living in earthquakezprone areas, it is probablezthat such terriblezevents may 

take placezagain in the nearzfuture. Moreover, it isznot easy to cope with thezsubstantial 

directzand indirect economiczlosses after each devastatingzearthquake for azdeveloping 

country likezIndia. Because in thiszcountry many reinforcedzconcrete buildings areznot 

designedzaccording to the currentzbuilding code, seismic behaviour is notztaken into 

considerationzduring selection of the structural systemzand in most caseszsupervision in the 

constructionzphase is not adequate whichzin turn induces deficiencieszlike poor concrete 

quality, inadequatezdetailing of reinforcement etc. It is, therefore,zvital to quantifyzthe 

earthquake riskzand to develop strategies forzdisaster mitigation. In order tozachieve this 

goal, anzextensive and inter-disciplinaryzstudy is required.  

This study describeszthe methods by which it iszpossible to determine thezvulnerability of 

existingzengineering structures andzbuilding stock. Theztool that is employedzto assess the 

seismiczperformance of reinforcedzconcrete framezstructures is the fragilityzcurve, By 

definition, fragilityzcurves provide estimates for thezprobabilities of reaching orzexceeding 

various limit stateszat given levels ofzground shaking intensity for anzindividual structurezor 

population ofzstructures. A limitzstate, which is in thezsame terms as thezresponse, usually 

representsza damage condition or azlimitation of usage. The seismiczvulnerability of these 

structureszfor different earthquakezcan be interpreted from thezdeveloped fragility curves.  
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Chapter 1 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 GENERAL 

Recentzstudies demonstratedzthat evenzmoderate earthquakeszcould be fatalzin populated, 

unplannedzcities. Generalzpublic andzthe engineeringzcommunity areznow becomingzmore 

and morezaware of thezsituation. However,zneither thezpossible extents ofzseismic damage 

of existingzbuildings arezknown nor there is anyzguideline for theirzstrengtheningzmeasures. 

Even the performancezof the engineeredzbuildings under a seismiczevent is questionable,zas 

enough workzhas not yet beenzdone in thiszfield. In thiszstudy the primezobjective is to 

presentzan appropriatezmethod tozassess thezseismic performancezof RCCzstructures. 

Thezprimary focuszof the presentzstudy isztozdetermine thezexceedancezprobabilityzof 

differentzdamage states ofzstructureszunder seismiczexcitation throughzfragility curves. 

Fromzthe fragilityzcurves seismiczdamages of thezstructures can bezevaluated. Thiszdamage 

estimationzis a vitalzpart of the seismiczperformance evaluationzof buildingszand other 

structureszwith respect to multiplezperformance objectives. In turn, the properzevaluation of 

seismiczperformance is essentialzfor decisionzmaking involved inzmanaging the risk to 

building, bridges, andzother infrastructurezin seismicallyzactive areas. Today, thezearthquake 

engineeringzcommunity faces newzchallenges that arezbrought aboutzby the latestzneeds of 

the realzestate developmentzindustries. The safetyzof buildingszand otherzstructures usedzto 

be thezmain concernzof designers, owners, andzregulators. Thezdevelopmentzof modern 

buildingzcodes haszprovidedzsociety withzguidelines thatzserve wellzfor achievingzthe 

requiredzsafety levels. However, nowadayszother issueszare becomingzsignificant for 

ownerszand riskzmanagers. Providingzthat safetyzrequirements arezmet, the questionszbeing 

asked nowzare "how muchzdoes it costzto repair?", "howzlong it will bezshutdown inzcase 

of thezearthquake?" etc. Thesezquestions relatezto thezeconomic aspectzof the seismic 

performancezof realzestate. Given thezmultiple performancezobjectives, accuratezdamage 

estimationzbecomes morezimportant thanzever. 
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Fragilityzfunctions arezthe essentialztools forzseismic losszestimation inzbuilt environments. 

Theyzrepresent thezprobability ofzexceeding azdamage limitzstate for azgiven structureztype 

subjectedzto a seismiczexcitation (Shinozuka et al., 1999). Thezdamage limitzstates in 

fragilitieszmay be definedzas globalzdrift ratio (maximumzroof driftznormalized by the 

buildingzheight), inter-storyzdrift ratio (maximumzlateralzdisplacementzbetween two 

consecutivezstories normalizedzby the storyzheight), maximumzroof displacementzor story 

shearzforce etc. The groundzmotionzintensities in thezfragility functionszcan bezspectral 

quantities, peakzground motionzvalues, modifiedzMercalli scalezetc. In this respect, fragility 

curveszinvolve uncertaintieszassociatedzwith structuralzcapacity, damagezlimit state 

definitionzand variabilityzof groundzmotionzintensity. Thuszfrom fragilityzfunctions the 

seismiczperformancezof anyzstructure can bezexamined and itszlevel ofzserviceability 

duringzan earthquakezcan bezevaluated. 

1.2 OBJECTIVEzOF THEzPRESENTzSTUDY 

The objectiveszof thezresearch are aszfollows: 

a) To analyse the structure for seismic performance. 

 

b) To construct fragility curves for a particular type of RCC building.  

 

1.3 METHODOLOGYzOF THEzSTUDY 

Therezare twozmethods tozestimate thezseismiczfragility ofza specific buildingztype. Inzthe 

first methodzwhich is knownzaszempiricalzmethod, thezdamage reportszare usuallyzutilized 

to establishzthe relation betweenzthe groundzmotion intensityzand the damagezstate of each 

building. Thezsecond approachzwhich is knownzas analyticalzprocedure is tozconduct the 

fragilityzstudies by performingzstructuralzanalysis to estimatezthe structuralzresponse to a 

groundzmotion in termszof internalzforceszand deformations. Thezadvantage of thiszmethod 

is thatzit is simplezand economicallyzfeasible. Inzaddition, the nontechnicalzdecision makers 

preferzsuch simple andzrapid estimates ofzanticipated losses tozdevelop the properzjudgment 

tozexecute theirzmitigationzplans. Thezfirst methodzrequires pastzearthquake damagezdata. 

The secondzapproach is thuszconsidered as an appropriatezway to estimatezseismic fragility 

ofzthe building. ETABSz2015 is usedzin thiszstudy to estimatezquantitative damagezlimit 

stateszby conductingznonlinear staticzanalysis of thezdeveloped representativezmodels of 

the buildingzstocks and alsozto performznonlinear timezhistoryzanalysis. The timezhistory 
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plotszof earthquakezmotions arezsimulated utilizingzMCEER project (2004). PeakzGround 

Accelerationz(PGA) is taken aszground motionzintensity in thiszstudy. Usingzquantitative 

damagezlimit states thezexceedance probabilityzof a particularzdamage statezare computed 

from thezPGA versuszmaximum global driftzscatters. The globalzdrift percentileszgreater 

than a givenzdamage thresholdzlevel are computedzby using theznormal distributionzto 

estimatezthe exceedancezprobabilitieszof thezfragility curvezsand thezjaggedlyzvarying 

exceedancezprobability pointszare then smoothened tozdevelop fragilityzcurves forzthat 

specificzdamagezstate. 

1.4 ORGANIZATIONzOF THEzSTUDY  

Thezstudy iszorganizedzaccording to thezstages followedzfor the developmentzof fragility 

curveszfor RCCzframe structureszin Bangladesh. Thus,zChapter 1zintroduces azgeneral 

statementzof thezfragilityzfunctions, objectivezand methodologyzof thiszresearch. Chapter 2 

reviewszthezavailablezliterature thatzis requiredzto understandzthe backgroundztheories of 

variouszaspects of fragilityzfunctions andzseismic analysezof frame. This chapterzalso 

includesza literature surveyzon the differentztechniques usedzfor constructingzfragility 

curveszand some recentzresearch in fragilityzstudies. Chapter 3zdescribes thezdevelopment 

ofzguide lineszto constructzfragility curveszfor RCC framezstructures in contextzof Delhi 

andzthe methodszof seismiczanalysis of anzRCC framezaccording to ISzcode. Chapter 4 

presentszthe analysiszresults andzdevelopment ofzfragility curveszfor a particularztype of 

RCC framezstructure. FinallyzChapter 5 drawszconclusion of thezcurrentzwork. 
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Seismic performance of buildings and other structures is a vital characteristic for all agents 

that are involved in operations with real estate located in seismically affected areas. How well 

a particular building will perform during an earthquake at some point in the future is 

important because it affects the present value of the property. In particular, at any present 

time, a real estate owner can face a set of seismic risk management options to choose from: 

do nothing, sell the property, perform seismic retrofit or buy earthquake insurance. Likewise, 

a potential owner (a person who wants to buy a real estate property) faces similar choices: do 

not buy, buy and do nothing, buy and retrofit, buy and insure. 

The process of making a choice between several alternatives can be analysed by decision 

theory. Here a simple procedure of formal decision making process is outlined. This analysis 

does not consider uncertainty in the outcomes or risk preferences of decision makers. The 

general approach of decision theory states that the best choice is the one that gives the highest 

utility among different options (for details about utility and decision theory, Resnik 1987). 

Calculation of utilities for different options depends on the decision maker's objectives and 

preferences. When applying this concept to the case of a real estate owner or a buyer, usually 

the most prevalent concern is safety. In terms of decision theory, this means that the higher 

the safety of some option, the higher is its utility, meaning that utility is the increasing 

function of safety. Normally, it suffices to use a very simplistic utility function to account for 

the matter of safety. It is convenient to utilize a step function like one shown in the Figure 2.1 

Such function basically states that any option with the safety less than some acceptable level 

should be rejected. When the safety is higher than Sac, the utility is constant, implying that 

there is no marginal benefit from increasing safety beyond the acceptable level. This situation 

reflects an approach of real estate owners, where Sacre presents the safety level provided by 

modem building codes. Alternatively, for some owners, the acceptable level of safety is the 

one that meets minimum legal requirements. In both cases, once the safety requirement is 

satisfied, he or she does not care if the safety level is significantly higher than Sacre just 

barely exceeds the threshold value. 
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                             Figure 2.1: Example of utility function for decision making based on safety. 

 

 

2.1 OVERVIEW OF STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY THEORY FOR 

SEISMIC SAFETY 
 

 

Structural reliability theory for analysis of seismic safety usually does not directly consider 

such safety measures as expected number of lost lives. Instead, it deals with the events that 

can be directly related to the deaths caused by an earthquake. Such events are usually referred 

to as life safety failure (LSF). Two examples of LSF are total structural collapse and partial 

structural collapse. The problem of interest for practical applications is finding the probability 

of LSF. In general, this probability can be calculated according to the following probability 

integral, 

                                             P(LSF)=   ∮                 

where Q is a vector of random variables that fully define the seismic excitation (ground 

acceleration time history is commonly used);    is a vector of random variables defining the 

values of all relevant structural properties; q and    are particular values of the random 

vectors Q and    ; respectively;             is the joint probability density function of 

random vectors Q and     over failure region comprising all the values of Q and    for which 

LSF occurs. 
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For convenience of calculation, the failure region is usually given a mathematical description 

as follows. Define a function g(q,   ) in such a way that it possesses the following property 

                                                            g(q,   ) <0 

meaning that region of negative values of g(q,   ) coincides with the failure region Function,  

g(q,   ) is called a limit-state function for the LSF.  

Limit-state functions can be defined in a number of ways. One example is to define it in 

terms of maximum inter-story drift ratio (IDR) 

                                                 

                                                             IDR=     -     (q,   ) 

                    

where dm is the maximum IDR resulting from a particular earthquake excitation q applied to 

a structure with properties ,   ;    is a chosen threshold value. This limit state function 

implies that life safety failure occurs once the threshold value is exceeded:    . > dm 

Therefore, this approach assumes that it is likely that the structure undergoes partial or 

complete collapse once the maximum IDR exceeds the threshold value. The choice of 

threshold value depends on a structure type and may be based on experimental or field 

observations. 

Evaluation of integral is not a trivial task because vectors Q and    can contain up to several 

thousand variables and calculation of the function g(q,   ) is often computationally expensive 

because it involves a nonlinear structural analysis. 

 

2.2 PERFORMANCE BASED ENGINEERING (PBE) 

Performance-based engineering (PBE) is a new paradigm for seismic risk reduction across 

regions or interconnected systems (Abrams, 2002). [n PBE, the risk to a distributed 

infrastructure systems is quantified, evaluated and managed through an assessment and 

selective intervention process aimed at selected components of that system. This process 

enables the benefits of alternate seismic risk mitigation strategies to be assessed in terms of 

their impact on the performance of the built environment during a spectrum of earthquake 
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hazards and on the affected population. It is clear that components and systems that are 

dominant contributors to risk should receive the focus of attention in the assessment process 

underlying PBE. These dominant contributors can be identified through the formalism of a 

probabilistic safety assessment, or PSA. 

A PSA is a structured framework for evaluating uncertainty, performance and reliability of an 

engineered system, and accordingly must play a central role in PBE. It is distinguished from 

traditional deterministic approaches to safety assurance by its focus on why and how the 

system might fail and by its explicit treatment of uncertainties, both in the phenomena and in 

the analytical tools used to model them. A PSA provides a basis for decision-making in the 

presence of uncertainty that can be scrutinized by the stakeholders of the project, audited 

independently by a building official or other regulatory authority, and updated periodically as 

circumstances warrant. The move toward quantitative risk assessment began in the nuclear 

industry in the mid-1970"s, and has accelerated in recent years as the benefits of quantitative 

risk analysis have become apparent in many fields (Ellingwood, 1999). 

One begins the PSA process by identifying limit states (LS), or conditions in which the 

system ceases to perform its intended functions in some way. In a (narrow) structural 

engineering sense, such limit states for specific structural components and systems may be 

either strength or deformation-related (as discussed subsequently). In a broader 

socioeconomic context, the LS may be related to repair costs (e.g., expressed as a percentage 

of replacement value) that are in excess of a desired amount, opportunity losses, or 

morbidity/mortality. Limit state identification requires a thorough understanding of the 

behaviour of the safety-related systems within the plant and the role of structural components 

and systems in ensuring acceptable behaviour of such systems. With the limit states 

identified, the limit state probability can be expressed as, 

P[LS] = ∑ P[LS|D = d] P[D = d] 

In which D is a random variable (or random vector) describing the intensity of the demand on 

the system, and P[LS|D = d] is the conditional limit state probability, given that D = d, and 

the summation is taken over all possible values of D. The probability P[D = d] defines the 

hazard. The variable d is denoted the "control" or “interface" variable. The conditional 

probability, P[LS|D = d] = FR(x), is the fragility. The fragility of a component or system 

defines the conditional probability of its attaining a performance limit state, which may range 

from loss of function to incipient collapse, given the occurrence of a particular operational or 
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environmental demand Shows that assessment of structural fragility is a key ingredient of any 

PSA. Furthermore, fragility function provides a probabilistic measure of safety margin with 

respect to design-basis or other events specified by a stakeholder. Such a margin can be used 

to evaluate system weaknesses or deficiencies identified during an inspection or condition 

assessment and can provide a means to assess if the observed weaknesses or deficiencies 

might be expected to have a significant impact on system risk. Modelling and engineering 

analysis provide a measure of response to a prescribed demand. For example, structural 

analysis of a building for an ensemble of ground motions, characterized by median peak 

ground acceleration, yields a corresponding set of deformations. Those deformations are 

uncertain, due to uncertainties in the ground motion as well as the dynamic properties 

describing the structure and the structural modelling process itself. In turn, those 

deformations give rise to various states of damage and potential economic loss to structural 

and non-structural components and systems. Those losses also are uncertain, due to 

uncertainties in the deformations, resulting damage, and the economic models used to model 

costs associated with different damage states. 

 

2.3 FRAGILITY CURVE 

 

As noted above, fragility (or vulnerability) can be described in terms of the conditional 

probability of a system reaching a prescribed limit state (LS) for a given system demand D = 

d, P(LS/D = d). Limit states related to structural behaviour range from un-serviceability to 

various degrees of damage including incipient collapse. Demands can be in the form of 

maximum force, displacement caused by earthquake ground motions, or more generally a 

prescribed intensity measure of the ground motion, over a given period of time. Expressed in 

this general manner, the fragility (or vulnerability) is a function of the system capacity 

against each limit state as well as the uncertainty in the capacity. The capacity controls the 

central location of the Fragility Curve (FC) and the uncertainty in the capacity controls the 

shape (or dispersion) of the FC. For a deterministic system with no capacity uncertainty, the 

FC is a step function. Strictly speaking, FC is primarily a property of the system dependent 

on the limit state. A fragility analysis is an essential ingredient of the fully coupled risk 

analysis embodied in It also can be used to determine probabilistic safety margins against 

specific identified events for decision purposes. Identification of probabilistic safety margins 

is central to modern engineered facility risk management. Although providing a less 
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informative measure of safety than that obtained from the fully coupled risk analysis. Risk-

informed decision-making based on the results of fragility assessment has several advantages: 

(1) The probabilistic system analysis is effectively uncoupled from the hazard analysis. Thus, 

while knowledge of the hazard is useful in identifying appropriate events for risk assessment 

purposes (e.g., a 2,475yr mean recurrence interval earthquake), such knowledge is not 

essential. Absent credible data on such events, one might simply inquire as to the fragility 

were the design-basis event to be exceeded by some arbitrary margin, say 50 percent. 

(2) The need to interpret and defend very small limit state is avoided. There are limited data 

to support probabilities of this level, and such estimates are highly dependent on the 

probabilistic models selected. At the current state-of-the-art,(conditional) fragilities are more 

robust than unconditional limit state probabilities. 

(3) A properly conducted fragility analysis is less complex, less costly, and involves fewer 

disciplines than a fully coupled risk analysis. Accordingly, there is less likelihood of 

miscommunication among members of the risk analysis team and the results are more easily 

understood by a non-specialist stakeholder or decision-maker. 

2.4 FRAGILITY CURVE 

To tie the vulnerability of a given system to the seismicity of the region, the seismic hazard 

needs to be included in the consideration. The vulnerability needs to be described in terms of 

probability of a set of given limit states being reached of a system at a given location over a 

given period of time (0, t). Knowing the fragility curve, the limit state (LS) probability over 

the time period (0, t) can be evaluated. 

2.4 IDENTIFICATION OF IMPORTANT LIMIT STATE 
 

Performance levels or limit states for both structural and non-structural systems are defined in 

this document as the point in which the system is no longer capable of satisfying a desired 

function. There are many types of performance levels in the field of earthquake engineering. 

In addition, performance levels can be identified by qualitative and quantitative approaches. 

Both methods are summarized in the following sections. 
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2.5 TRADITIONAL QUALITATIVE APPROACHES 

Qualitative approaches for identification of performance levels have traditionally been used 

in building codes. In particular, most building codes require designers to ensure life safety of 

the occupants during factored loading and serviceability or functionality during un-factored 

loading. FEMA 273, and its update FEMA 356, has the most comprehensive documentation 

on performance levels that are defined qualitatively and is briefly summarized below. FEMA 

273/356 defines performance levels related to the structural system as: 

2.5.1 Immediate Occupancy (IO)   
 

Occupants are allowed immediate access into the structure following the earthquake and the 

pre-earthquake design strength and stiffness are retained. 

2.5.2 Life Safety (LS)  

Building occupants are protected from loss of life with a significant margin against the onset 

of partial or total structural collapse. 

2.5.3 Collapse Prevention (CP)  

Building continues to support gravity loading, but retains no margin against collapse load. 

In addition to the discrete structural performance levels, FEMA 273/356 also defines 

structural performance ranges such as: 

A. Damage Control (DC)  
  

            Range of structural damage between immediate occupancy and life safety. 

 

B. Limited Safety Range (SR)  
              

             Range of structural damage between life safety and collapse prevention; 

 

FEMA 273/356 also defines non-structural performance levels as: 

 

(1) Operational  
 

Non-structural components are able to function as prior to the earthquake; 
 

(2) Immediate Occupancy  
 

Building access and life safety systems generally remain available and operable. 
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(3) Life Safety   

 

 non-structural damage that is not life threatening. 
 

(4) Hazard Reduced Range  

 

Damage that includes potentially falling hazards, but high hazard components are 

secured and will not fall. Preservation of egress, fire suppression systems, and other 

life safety issues are not ensured; 

 

In terms of identifying overall building performance levels, FEMA 273/356 utilizes 

both definitions of structural and non-structural performance levels. It is important to 

note that these traditional performance level definitions are based on qualitative 

definitions. For illustration purposes, FEMA 273/356 presents inter-story drift values 

that are typical for each structural performance level for the different types of 

structural systems in use. For example in reinforced concrete Tame structures, inter 

story deformations of 1%, 2%, and 4% of the story height may be acceptable for 

10,LS, and CP, respectively. However, it is clear that deformation limits will depend 

on a variety of variables that include: degree of section confinement and detailing, 

level of axial column load (P-delta effect), non-structural participation, pre-existing 

damage etc. 

 

 

2.6 Qualitative Approaches 
 

Although current building codes and state-of-the-art publications have attempted to define the 

various performance levels for structural and non-structural systems, performance levels have 

only been identified qualitatively. Therefore, designers have to determine quantitative 

response limits that correspond to the qualitative code descriptions. Another approach for 

defining structural performance levels might be based on quantitative procedures using 

nonlinear pushover techniques. These quantitative performance levels can be utilized by the 

designer and judged to supersede the qualitative performance levels in current building codes. 

Wen Y.K., Ellingwood B.R., Bracci J., (2004) suggested following performance levels that 

can be identified analytically using nonlinear pushover procedures are: 

(1) First Yield (FY) - Inter-story deformation at which a member of a story initiates yielding 

under imposed lateral loading. 
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(2) Plastic Mechanism Initiation (PMI) - Inter-story deformation at which a story 

mechanism initiates under imposed lateral loading. 

For example, consider the portal frame in Figure 2.2. Under imposed lateral loading, the story 

shear force versus inter-story deformation can be calculated using pushover techniques and 

hypothetically shown in Figure 2.2. The FY performance level corresponds to an inter-story 

deformation at first member section yielding, shown at the base of the columns. The PMI 

performance level subsequently occurs after both ends of the beam yield. It is important to 

note that the sequence and form of member yielding during applied loading prior to the 

mechanism formation. Both can have significant effects on the levels of structural 

deformability (capacity) in building structures. A key input parameter required in identifying 

such quantitative performance levels is the imposed lateral loading or deformations. Since 

multi-story buildings are susceptible to high mode response and impulse-type loading during 

earthquakes, loading patterns that have been typically used for determining structural 

demands as in current building codes may not be appropriate for identifying performance 

levels, which are capacities. As such, the imposed lateral loading or deformation should be 

consistent with those that have the most critical consequence. Figure 2.3 shows the 

deformation pattern in a framed structure during inverted triangular lateral loading (similar to 

loading proportional to the fundamental mode shape of the structure) and during loading that 

might be critical for the second story of the building. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Pushover analysis and yield formation 
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Figure 2.3: Loading patterns for pushover analysis 

 

Akkar et aI., (2004) suggested another approach to identify quantitative damage state. 

According to this study the capacity curve from pushover analysis of each model can be 

approximated with a bilinear curve using the guidelines given in FEMA-356(ASCE, 2000). A 

typical idealization of a capacity curve is shown in Figure 2.4 It is required to specify the 

yield and ultimate strength capacities and their associated global drift values for constructing 

the approximate bilinear capacity curve. The global drifts can be used to represent the 

damage limit states of the buildings. The yield global drift ratio Өy represents significant 

yielding of the system when the yield base shear capacity (Vy) of the building is attained 

whereas the ultimate global drift ratio Өu corresponds to the state at which the building 

reaches its deformation capacity. The base shear coefficient n= Vy /W in Figure 2.5 is the 

ratio of yield base shear capacity to the building weight. 

It should be noted that there is no universal consensus on how to approximate a capacity 

curve with a bilinear force-deformation representation. An initial stiffness targeting at the 

state of significant global yielding may lead to considerable variations in Vy and Өy because 

there is no specific point all the capacity curve exactly describing significant yielding 

(Sullivan et at., 2004). 
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Figure 2.4: A typical bilinear capacity curve 

 

Representative probability density functions of Өy and Өu can be determined in terms of 

mean, median and standard deviation. When global ductility capacities (ӨulӨy) are calculated 

both Өy and Өu can be utilized to determine deformation capacities. It is more appropriate to 

employ Өu in assessing the deformation capacities of such buildings, which have infill walls 

or short span length (Akkar et aI., 2004). 

Three performance limits, immediate occupancy, life safety and collapse prevention that are 

specified in several other international guidelines are usually adopted in fragility studies. 

Akkar et aI., (2004) suggested that the collapse prevention performance limit Өcp is taken as 

the 50 percent to 75 percent of the median Өu computed depending on the construction 

quality, level of confidence on proper design and detailing and uncertainty in modelling. The 

selected performance limits by Akkaret aI., (2004) are described in Table 2.1. These limits 

states are quantitative and conjectural and could be argued as subjective. 

Performance Level Limit State 

Collapse Prevention (Severe Damage) Ө = Өcp = 0.5Өu 

Life safety (Moderate Damage) Ө ≤ 0.5 Өcp 

Immediate occupancy (Light Damage) Ө = 0.8 Өy 

Table 2.1: Assumed drift ratio limits for performance levels 
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2.7 NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS 

Nonlinear static analysis is also known as pushover analysis. Although nonlinear static 

analysis has not previously been included in design provisions for new building construction, 

the procedure itself is not new and has been used for many years in both research and design 

applications. For example, nonlinear static analysis has been used for many years as a 

standard methodology in the design of offshore platform structures. It also has been adopted 

in several standard methodologies for the seismic evaluation and retrofit of building 

structures, including the NEHRP Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings 

(FEMA 273) and Methodologies for Post-earthquake Evaluation and Repair of Concrete and 

Masonry Buildings (ATC 40).Nonlinear static analysis also forms the basis for earthquake 

loss estimation procedures contained in HAZUS, FEMA's nationally applicable earthquake 

loss estimation model. Finally, although it does not explicitly appear in the NEHRP 

Recommended Provisions, the nonlinear static analysis methodology forms the basis for the 

equivalent lateral force procedures contained in the provisions for base isolated structures and 

proposed for inclusion for energy-dissipated structures.  

One of the key controversies surrounding the introduction of this methodology into the 

provisions relates to the determination of the limit deformation, sometimes also called a 

target displacement. Several methodologies for estimating the amount of deformation 

induced in a structure by the design earthquake have been proposed and are included in 

various adoptions of the procedure. 

Nonlinear static analysis provides a simplified method of directly evaluating nonlinear 

response of structures to strong earthquake ground shaking that can be an attractive 

alternative to the more complex procedures of nonlinear response history analysis. It is hoped 

that exposure of this approach through inclusion in this Structural Design Criteria. 

A nonlinear static analysis shall consist of an analysis of a mathematical model of the 

structure that directly accounts for the nonlinear behaviour of the structure's components 

under an incrementally increased pattern of lateral forces. In this procedure a certain 

mathematical model of the structure is incrementally displaced to a target displacement 

through application of a series of lateral forces or until the structure collapses and the 

resulting internal forces, QEj, and member deformations,(Yt), at each increment of loading 

are determined. At the target displacement for the structure, the resulting internal forces and 
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deflections should be less than the capacity of each element calculated according to the 

applicable acceptance criteria in Sec. 2.7.3 of FEMA 273. The analysis shall be performed in 

accordance with this section. 

The analysis procedure is intended to provide a simplified approach for directly determining 

the nonlinear response behaviour of a structure at different levels of lateral displacements, 

ranging from initial elastic response through development of a failure mechanism and 

initiation of collapse. Response behaviour is gauged through measurement of the strength of 

the structure, at various increments of lateral displacement. The strength is measured by the 

shear forces resisted by a structure in the form of lateral forces, which cause the lateral 

deformations. 

Usually the shear resisted by the system when the first element yields in the structure, 

although not always relevant for the entire structure, is defined as the "elastic strength." 

When traditional linear methods of design are used, together with R factors, the value of the 

design base shear sets the minimum strength at which this elastic strength point can occur. If 

a structure is subjected to lateral loads larger than represented by the elastic strength, then a 

number of elements will yield, eventually forming a mechanism. For most structures, 

multiple configurations of mechanisms are possible. The mechanism caused by the smallest 

set of forces is likely to appear before others do. That mechanism is considered to be the 

dominant mechanism. Standard methods of plastic or "limit" analysis can be used to 

determine the strength corresponding to such mechanisms. 

 

If after the structure develops a mechanism it deforms an additional substantial amount, 

elements within the structure may fail, fracture, or buckle, etc., losing their strength 
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contribution to the whole structural system. In such case, the strength of the structure will 

diminish with increasing deformation. If any essential element, or group of elements, fails, 

then the entire structure may loose capacity to carry the gravity loads, or any lateral load. 

This condition can also occur if the lateral deformation becomes so great that the P-delta 

effects exceed the residual lateral strength of the structure. Such conditions are defined as 

collapse and the deformation associated with collapse defined as the "ultimate deformation." 

This deformation can be determined by the nonlinear static procedure and also by plastic or 

limit analysis. Many structures exhibit a range of behaviour between the development of first 

yielding and development of a mechanism. When the structure deforms while elements are 

yielding sequentially (shown as progressive yielding), the relation between external forces 

and deformations cannot be determined by simple limit analysis. For such a case, other 

methods of analysis are required. The purpose of nonlinear static analysis is to provide a 

simplified method of determining structural response behaviour at deformation levels 

intermediate to those which can be conveniently analysed using limit state methods. 

 

2.8 Modal Time-History Analysis 

Modal superposition provides a highly efficient and accurate procedure for performing time-

history analysis. Closed-form integration of the modal equations issued to compute the 

response, as summing linear variation of the time functions, fi(t),between the input data time 

points. Therefore, numerical instability problems are never encountered, and the time 

increment may be any sampling value that is deemed fine enough to capture the maximum 

response values. One-tenth of the time period of the highest mode is usually recommended; 

however, a larger value may give an equally accurate sampling if the contribution of the 

higher modes is small. 

The modes used are computed in a Modal Analysis Case that can be the un-damped free 

vibration Modes (Eigen vectors) or the load-dependent Ritz-vector Modes. 

If all of the spatial load vectors pi, are used as starting load vectors for Ritz-vector analysis, 

then the Ritz vectors will always produce more accurate results than if the same number of 

eigenvectors is used. Since the Ritz-vector algorithm is faster than the Eigen vector 

algorithm, the former is recommended for time-history analyses. 
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It has to be determined that if the Modes calculated by the program are adequate to represent 

the time-history response to the applied load. It has to be checked: 

• That enough Modes have been computed 

• That the Modes cover an adequate frequency range 

• That the dynamic load (mass) participation mass ratios are adequate for the load cases 

and/or Acceleration Loads being applied 

• That the modes shapes adequately represent all desired deformations. 

2.9 Nonlinearity 

The following types of nonlinearity are available in ETABS 2015: 

• Material nonlinearity 

Various types of nonlinear properties in Link/Support elements 

Tension and/or compression limits in Frame elements 

Plastic hinges in Frame elements 

• Geometric nonlinearity 

P-delta effects 

Large displacement effects 

For nonlinear direct-integration time-history analysis, all of the available 

Nonlinearities may be considered. 

 

For nonlinear modal time-history analysis, only the nonlinear behaviour of the Link/Support 

elements is included. If the modes used for this analysis were computed using the stiffness 

from the end of a nonlinear analysis, all other types of nonlinearities are locked into the state 

that existed at the end of that nonlinear analysis. 
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2.10 NORMAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION AND SAMPLING 

TECHNIQUES 

Normal probability distribution is a very important continuous probability distribution. It 

consists of an infinite number of possible values within a specified range. The normal 

probability distribution and its accompanying normal curve have the following 

characteristics: 

 

1. The normal curve is bell-shaped and has a single peak at the centre of the distribution. The 

arithmetic mean, median and mode of the distribution are equal and located at the peak. Thus, 

half the area under the curve is above this canter point and the other half is below it. 

2. The normal probability distribution is symmetrical about its mean. 

3. The normal curve falls off smoothly in either direction from the central value.  

Probability sample is defined as a sample is selected in such a way that each item in the 

population has a known likelihood of being included in the sample. There are three methods 

of probability sampling techniques, 

a. Simple Random Sampling 

b. Systematic Random Sampling 

c. Stratified Random Sampling 

Simple Random Sampling 

A sample selected so that each item or person in the population has the same chance of being 

included. For this purpose an identification number for each item in the population and a 

table of random numbers are used. 

Systematic Random Sampling 

In this process the items or individuals of the population are arranged in some way -

alphabetically, in a file drawer by date received, or by some other method. A random 

sampling point is selected, and then every k
th

 member of the population is selected for the 

sample. 
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Stratified Random Sampling 

A population is divided into subgroups, called strata, and a sample is selected from each 

stratum. 

All these methods described above are the techniques for selecting unbiased samples from a 

given population. Unbiased sampling is essential for randomness of the collected samples. In 

the present study simple random sampling technique is used using table of random numbers. 

 

2.10 RECENT WORKS ON FRAGILITY CURVE 

 

The seismic fragility curves for RCC frame structures particularly for buildings and bridges 

have been studied and developed by a number of researchers. Some of the developed fragility 

curves are shown in the following part of this section. 

Akkar et aI., (2004) in his study developed the fragility curves for four different types of 

RCC buildings in Turkey. Here light, moderate and severe limit states are I0, LS and CP 

respectively. These fragility curves are shown in Figure 2.5 

Erberik et ai, (2005) in Turkey also developed fragility curves (Figure 2.5) for midrise in 

filled frames in terms of PGV and PGA both. Wen et aI, (2004) in MAE Canter Project DS-4 

Report developed the fragility curve for a particular type of RCC frame building in terms of 

both FEMA and quantitative limit states. These are shown in Figure 2.6. 

Shinozuka et aI, (2001) developed fragility curves (Figure 2.6) for multi-span RCC bridges. 

In this study five quantitative damage states are developed and utilized for defining limit 

states for fragility analysis. Damage states are shown in Table 2.5. 

Fragility curves for different type of RCC buildings and bridges are also developed by a 

number of researchers. Ventuea et ai, (2001) estimated seismic loss in south western British 

Columbia based on fragility curves. Simiu et aI, (2002) developed fragility curves for RCC 

buildings for wind induced loss estimation. Loh et ai, (2002) conducted research on fragility 

of highway bridges in Taiwan. Shinozuka et ai, (2001) performed study on statistical analysis 

of fragility curves for RCC bridges and developed methodologies for constructing both 

empirical and analytical fragility curves for bridges 
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Figure 2.5: Sample fragility curves for mid-rise in filled frames in terms of a) PGV, b)PGA 
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Figure 2.6: Sample fragility curves for both FEMA and Quantitative Limit States. 

(after Wen et aI., 2004) 

 

 

 

Table 2.4: Five quantitative damage state for multi-span RCC bridges 

(Shinozuka et al,2001) 
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2.12 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

This chapter summarizes all the background theories in a brief but in explanatorily form that 

is required to construct fragility curves for RCC frame structures. It is well and widely 

recognized nowadays that fragility curves are extremely vital and useful tool for seismic loss 

estimation. So importance of fragility curves for the vulnerable RCC structures of our country 

is immense. This chapter also includes some examples of fragility curves that are constructed 

recently in various parts of the world for RCC buildings and bridges. 
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Chapter 3 

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 

 

Onezof the objectiveszof this workzis to establish a guidelinezto quantify thezvulnerability of 

reinforcedzconcrete (RC) frame structures, specificallyzin Delhi due tozpotential 

earthquakes. The seismiczvulnerability of suchzconstruction is described by meanszof 

fragility curves, whichzrelate the probabilityzof exceeding a particularzlimit state givenzan 

imposed seismiczdemand. In this work, seismiczdemand is defined as thezpeak ground 

accelerationzof a particularzearthquake. 

 

3.1 REINFORCEDzCONCRETEzFRAMEzSTRUCTURES  

 

Lowzto mid-risezRC framezbuildings locatedzin this regionzhistorically considered of lowzto 

moderatezseismic risk wereztypically designed withoutzconsideration of lateralzloading, 

since windzload seldomzgoverned for low-risezconstruction. Therefore, such structureszhave 

been categorizedzas gravity load designed, or GLDzstructures (Bracciet at el., 1995a). In 

general, GLD RC framezstructures have nozspecial reinforcing details in thezbeam, column, 

and jointzregions (El-Attar, 1997, Pessiki, 1990, Aycardi, 1994,and Bracci, 1995a). Another 

characteristiczthat distinguishes thesezstructures from others designedzin areas of higher 

seismic risk is thezexistence of strong beams and weakzcolumns, which can lead tozsoft story 

failure mechanismszthat are composedzprimarily of columnzhinging. The lack ofzsufficient 

columnzstrength leads to columnzhinging at relativelyzlow lateral loads, causingzthe 

formation of a storyzmechanism once allzcolumns located on one storyzhave hinged. Once 

the mechanismzdevelops, the building'szresistance is providedzsolely by thezpost-yield 

strengthzof the hingingzcolumn ends andzinherent sectionzductility. Combiningzthe lackzof 

sufficientzcolumn strength withzthe lack of sufficient detailingzin column sectionszfor 

ductility, brittlezsoft story failurezmechanisms may bezprominent during strongzearthquakes. 
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3.2 METHODSzTO DETERMINEzSEISMIC VULNERABILITYzOF A 

STRUCTURE 

 

To estimatezthe seismiczvulnerability of a specificzbuilding type, twozdifferentzapproaches 

canzbe considered. Inzthe firstzapproach, each buildingzstock is examinedzindividually and 

the vulnerabilityzof thezbuilding stockzis obtained byzcombining the fragilityzinformation 

associatedzwith eachzbuilding. Very detailzmodelling and analysiszprocedures 

arezemployed; hence thezresult will bezhighly accurate. Onzthe other hand, thiszapproach is 

practicallyzand economicallyzunfeasible. The secondzapproach is tozconduct thezfragility 

studieszby using thezstatistical properties of thezbuilding population.zSimple modelszand 

methodszare employedzin this approach. Thezadvantage of thiszmethod is thatzit is simple 

and economicallyzfeasible. In addition, theznontechnical decision makerszprefer such simple 

andzrapid estimateszof anticipated losseszto develop thezproper judgment tozexecute their 

mitigationzplans. However, thezobtained results willzbe crude and thezlimitations of the 

models or the methodszshould be carefullyzunderstood. 

 

3.3 CAPACITYzUNCERTAINTY 

 

Thezmember and systemzcapacity dependzdirectly on thezmaterial strengths andzstiffness, 

which arezinherently random. Thezrandomness can be modeled byzrandom variablezbased 

on testzdata. It iszcommon to use thezfirst two moments, ie. thezmean andzstandard deviation 

(or coefficientzof variation), tozdescribe the centralzvalue and thezvariability. Normal, 

lognormalzor Weibull distributions arezcommonly used forzconvenience. The actualzstrength 

of the materialzof a givenzmember generallyzdiffers, in some caseszsignificantly, fromzthe 

nominalzvalues used in memberzcapacity calculationszduring design. Thezrelation between 

theznominal value and thezactual value thereforezneeds to be establishedzto estimate the real 

memberzcapacity. The strengthzvariability obviouslyzdepends on thezmaterial, 

manufacturingzprocess, and sometimeszthe testing protocol. Material propertyzvariability 

andztest datazup to 1980can bezfound in thezreport byzEllingwood et al (1980). 

Forzexample, the coefficientzof variation of strengthzof timber varieszin the range fromz10 

% to 30z% dependingzon species andzin flexure orzcompression; and that ofzmasonry walls 

fromz10 % to 26 % dependingzon configurationzand in compressionzor flexure. The 

coefficientzof variation of compressivezand tensile strengthzof concrete iszaround 18 % and 
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thatzof the yieldingzstrength of steelzreinforcement andzsteel rolledzshapes iszaround 10 % 

or less. Propertieszof constructionzmaterial such as concretezand structural steelzevolve over 

time. Thiszvariation in propertieszalso country specificzand varies in differentzcountries and 

even inzdifferent regionzwithin the samezcountry. Strength statisticszof newer materialzsuch 

as high-strengthzsteel and concretezmay be found inzmore recent literature. Forzexample, 

statistics onzyield and ultimatezstrength of structuralzsteel under variouszenvironmental 

conditionszcan be foundzin the recentzFEMA/SAC report (2001). 

 

3.4 DEVELOPMENTzOR SELECTIONzOFzREPRESENTATIVE 

MODELS 

 
 

A five storey representative model has been created in ETABS 2015 and details for the same 

are as mention below:  

 

 

   

 

                 

             FIG 3.1 PLAN OF THE RCC FRAME                     FIG 3.2 ELEVATION OF THE RCC FRAME 
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3.5  SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MODEL 

 

             

 

3.6 IS 1893 CODAL PROVISION 

 

Earthquake zone(Delhi) iv 

Damping ratio 5% 

Importance factor (table 6) 1 

Type of soil ii 

Response reduction factor(table 7) 5 

Type of structure Special moment resisting frame 

 

 

 

Beam size(mm) 300*600 

Column size(mm) 600*600 

Slab thickness(mm) 125 

Dead load(Kn/m
2
) 1 

Live load(Kn/m
2
) 2 

Wall load(Kn/m) 5.25 

Density of Rcc(Kn/m
3
) 25 

Height of each floor(m) 3 
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3.6 IDENTIFICATIONzOF IMPORTANTzLIMIT STATE 

 

Performancezlevels or limitzstates for bothzstructural and non-structuralzsystems are defined 

as thezpoint in whichzthe system is nozlonger capable ofzsatisfying a desiredzfunction. There 

arezmany types ofzperformance levelszin the field ofzearthquake engineering. Inzaddition, 

performancezlevels can bezidentified by qualitativezand quantitativezapproaches. Both 

methods arezsummarized below. 

 

3.6.1 TraditionalzQualitativezApproaches 

 

Qualitativezapproaches for identificationzof performance levelszhave traditionallyzbeen used 

in buildingzcodes. In particular, mostzbuilding codeszrequire designers tozensure life safety 

ofzthe occupants duringzfactored loading andzserviceability or functionalityzduring un-

factoredzloading. FEMA 356 haszthe most comprehensivezdocumentation onzperformance 

levelszthat are definedzqualitatively and is brieflyzsummarized below. FEMA 356 defines 

performancezlevels related to thezstructural system as: 

1. ImmediatezOccupancy (IO)   
 

Occupants arezallowed immediatezaccess into thezstructure following thezearthquake and the 

pre-earthquakezdesign strength andzstiffness are retained. 

2. LifezSafety (LS)  

Buildingzoccupants are protectedzfrom loss of lifezwith a significantzmargin against the 

onset ofzpartial or totalzstructural collapse. 

3. CollapsezPrevention (CP)  

Buildingzcontinues to supportzgravity loading, but retainszno margin againstzcollapse load. 

 

3.6.2 QuantitativezApproaches 

Althoughzcurrent building codeszand state-of-the-art publicationszhave attemptedzto define 

thezvarious performance levelszfor structural andznon-structural systems, 
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performancezlevels have onlyzbeen identifiedzqualitatively. Therefore, designers’ have to 

determinezquantitative responsezlimits that correspondzto the qualitative codezdescriptions. 

Anotherzapproach for definingzstructural performance levelszmight be basedzon quantitative 

procedureszusing nonlinearzpushover techniques (ATC-40, 1996 zand FEMA 356). Byzthis 

pushoverztechnique customizedzvalues for differentzdamage state suchzas Immediate 

Occupancyz(I0), Life Safetyz(LS) and CollapsezPrevention (CP) can bezevaluated. 

 

3.6 SEISMICzPERFORMANCEzEVALUATIONzBY NONLINEAR 

STATICzPROCEDURE 

 

Two orzthree-dimensional modelszof each samplezbuilding can be preparedzin the ETABS 

2015. Nonlinearzstatic analysiszis then conductedzto determinezthe base shearzversus roof 

displacementzrelationship (capacity curve).zFlexural elementszfor beams, beam-column 

elementszfor columns, strutzelements for infillzwalls and rigidzdiaphragms for floorszcan be 

employed forzmodelling the structuralzcomponents of thezbuildings. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Idealized moment-rotationzrelationship of a framezmember-end 

Nonlinearzflexural characteristicszof the individual framezmembers are defined by moment-

rotationzrelationships of plastic hingeszassigned at thezmember ends. Flexuralzmoment 

capacitieszare based on the sectionzand material propertieszof members. Columnzcapacities 

are calculatedzfrom the axialzforce-bending momentzinteractionzdiagrams. A typical 

moment-rotationzrelationship for framezmembers is shown in Figure 3.1. The segmentzAB. 

representingzinitial linearzbehaviour, is followedzby the post-yieldzbehaviour Be. Point C 

correspondszto the ultimate strength, whereza sudden losszof strength occurszwhen the 

associatedzplastic rotationzlevel is exceeded. Thiszdrop from C to Ozrepresents thezinitiation 

of failurezin the member 
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3.7 DEVELOPMENTzOF DIMENSIONLESSzBILINEAR CAPACITY 

CURVE 

 

The capacityzcurve of eachzmodel can bezapproximated with azbilinear curvezusing the 

guidelineszgiven inzFEMA-356 (ASCE, 2000). Aztypical idealizationzof a capacityzcurve is 

shown inzFigure 2.5. Itzis required tozspecify the yieldzand ultimatezstrength capacitieszand 

theirzassociated globalzdrift values forzconstructing the approximatezbilinear 

capacityzcurve. The globalzdrifts can be usedzto represent thezdamage limit stateszof the 

buildings. Thezyield global driftzratio Өy represents significantzyielding of thezsystem when 

the yieldzbase shear capacityz(Vy) of the buildingzis attained wherezas the ultimatezglobal 

driftzratio Өu correspondszto the state atzwhich the buildingzreaches itszdeformation 

capacity. Thezbase shearzcoefficient ŋ= Vy/W inzFigure 2.5 is thezratio of yieldzbase shear 

capacityzto the buildingzweight.  

Itzshould be notedzthat therezis no universalzconsensus on how tozapproximate azcapacity 

curvezwith a bilinearzforce-deformationzrepresentation. Anzinitial stiffnessztargeting at the 

statezof significantzglobal yieldingzmay lead tozconsiderable variationszin Vy and Өy 

becausezthere is nozspecific point on thezcapacity curvezexactly describingzsignificant 

yielding (Sullivan et al., 2004). 

 

3.8 IDENTIFICATIONzOF QUANTITATIVEzLIMIT STATE 

Representativezprobability density functionszof Өy and Өu can bezdetermined in termszof 

mean, medianzand standardzdeviation. Whenzglobal ductilityzcapacities (Өu/Өy) are 

calculatedzboth Өy and Өu can bezutilized to determinezdeformationzcapacities. Itzis more 

appropriatezto employzӨu in assessingzthe deformationzcapacities ofzsuch buildings, which 

havezinfill wallszor short spanzlength (Akkar, 2004) 

Threezperformance limits, immediatezoccupancy, lifezsafety and collapsezprevention that 

are specifiedzin several otherzinternationalzguidelines arezusually adopted inzfragility 

studies. Thezcollapse preventionzperformance limit Өcp isztaken as is takenzas the 50 percent 

toz75 percentzof the median Өu computedzdepending on thezconstruction quality, levelzof 

confidencezon proper designzand detailing, uncertaintyzin modellingzand skewness of the 
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ultimatezdrift probabilityzfunction. The lifezsafety performancezis assigned as thez3 quartile 

or halfzof the suggested collapsezprevention limitzdepending on thezvulnerability of 

structure. Thezmedian Өy computedzfor each story-basedzbuilding group iszaccepted to be 

the limitingzvalue for the immediatezoccupancy performancezlevel. It is assumedzthat light, 

moderatezand severe damagezstates are experiencedzwhen the immediatezoccupancy, life 

safety andzcollapse preventionzdrift limits arezexceeded, respectively. Thezselected 

performancezlimits that arezdescribed qualitativelyzin Table 3.1 arezconjectural andzcould 

be argued aszsubjective. (Akkar, 

2004). 

Performance Level Limit State 

CollapsezPrevention (Severe 

Damage) 

Lifezsafety (Moderate 

Damage) 

Immediatezoccupancy (Light 

Damage) 

Ө≤Өcp 

Ө≤3/4~1/2Өcp 

Ө≤Өy 

 

Table 3.1: Assumed drift ratio limits for performance levels 

 

3.9 DESCRIPTIONzTO PUSHOVERzANALYSIS 

Federal EmergencyzManagement Agencyz(FEMA) and AppliedzTechnicalzCouncil (ATC) 

are theztwo agencies whichzformulated and suggestedzthe Non-linear StaticzAnalysis or 

PushoverzAnalysis under seismiczrehabilitation programszand guidelines. Thiszincluded 

documentszFEMA-356, FEMA-273 and ATC-40. 

3.9.1 Introductionzto FEMA-356 

Thezprimary purposezof FEMA-356 documentzis to provideztechnically soundzand 

nationallyzacceptable guidelineszfor the seismiczrehabilitation ofzbuildings. Thezguidelines 

for thezseismic rehabilitationzof the buildings arezintended to serve as azready tool for 

designzprofessional for carryingzout the design andzanalysis of thezbuildings, a reference 

documentzfor the buildingzregulatory officialszand a foundationzfor the futurezdevelopment 

andzimplementation of the buildingzcode provisions andzstandards. 
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3.9.2 Introduction to ATC-40 

Seismiczevaluation andzretrofit of concrete buildingszcommonly referred to aszATC-40 was 

developedzby the AppliedzTechnologyzCouncil (ATC) withzfunding from CaliforniazSafety 

Commission. Althoughzthe procedures recommendedzin this documentzare for concrete 

buildings, theyzare applicable tozmost buildingztypes. 

 

3.10 TYPESzOF PUSHOVERzANALYSIS 

Presently, therezare two non-linearzstatic analysiszprocedures available, oneztermed as the 

DisplacementzCoefficient Methodz(DCM), documentedzFEMA-356 andzother thezCapacity 

SpectrumzMethod (CSM) documented zin ATC-40. Bothzmethods depend onzlateral load-

deformationzvariation obtainedzby non-linear staticzanalysis under the gravityzloading and 

idealizedzlateral loading duezto the seismic action. This analysiszis called 

PushoverzAnalysis. 

3.10.1 CapacityzSpectrumzMethod 

CapacityzSpectrum Methodzis a non-linearzstatic analysis procedure whichzprovides a 

graphicalzrepresentation of thezexpected seismiczperformance of the structurezby 

intersectingzthe structure’s capacityzspectrum withzthe responsezspectrum (demand 

spectrum) of thezearthquake. The intersectionzpoint is called as thezperformance point, and 

thezdisplacement coordinate dp ofzthe performancezpoint is the estimatedzdisplacement 

demand on thezstructure for the specifiedzlevel of seismiczhazard. 

3.10.2 DisplacementzCoefficient Method: 

DisplacementzCoefficient Methodzis a non-linear staticzanalysis procedurezwhich provides a 

numericalzprocess for estimatingzthe displacementzdemand on thezstructure, by using a 

bilinearzrepresentation of thezcapacity curve and a series ofzmodification factors or 

coefficientszto calculate aztarget displacement. Thezpoint on thezcapacity curvezat the target 

displacementzis the equivalentzof the performancezpoint in the capacityzspectrumzmethod. 

3.11 PERFORMANCEzPOINT 

It iszthe point wherezthe capacityzspectrum intersects thezappropriate demandzspectrum. To 

have thezdesired performancezin the structurezit should bezdesigned by consideringzthese 

points ofzforces. 
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3.12 BUILDINGzPERFORMANCEzLEVEL 

Buildingzperformance is thezcombined performancezof bothzstructural andznon-structural 

componentszof the building. Differentzperformance levelszare usedzto describe thezbuilding 

performancezusing the pushoverzanalyses, whichzare describedzbelow. 

3.12.1 Operationalzlevel (OL): 

As perzthis performance levelzbuilding are expectedzto sustain nozpermanent damages. 

Structurezretains original strengthzand stiffness. Majorzcracking is seenzin partitionzwalls 

and ceilingszas well as inzthe structuralzelements. 

3.12.2 Immediatezoccupancyzlevel (IO): 

Buildingszmeting thiszperformance levelzare expectedzto sustainzno drift andzstructure 

retainszoriginal strengthzand stiffness. Minorzcracking in partitionzwalls and structural 

elementszis observed. Elevatorszcan bezrestarted. Firezprotection iszoperable. 

3.12.3 LifezSafety Level (LS): 

This level iszindicated whenzsome residualzstrength and stiffness iszleft available inzthe 

structure. Gravityzload bearingzelements function, nozout of planezfailure of wallszand 

trippingzof parapetzis seen. Somezdrift can bezobserved with somezfailure to thezpartition 

wallszand the buildingzis beyondzeconomicalzrepair. Amongzthe non-structuralzelements 

failingzhazard mitigateszbut many architecturalzand mechanicalzand mechanicalzsystems get 

damaged. 

3.12.4 Collapse Prevention Level (CP): 

Buildingszmeeting this performancezlevel are expectedzto have littlezresidual strengthzand 

stiffness, but thezload bearingzstructural elementszfunction such aszload bearingzwalls and 

columns. Buildingzis expected tozsustain large permanentzdrifts, failure of partitionszinfill 

andzparapets and extensivezdamage to non-structuralzelements. At thiszlevel thezbuilding 

remains inzcollapse level. 

3.13 PLASTICzHINGE 

Locationzof inelasticzaction of the structuralzmember is called aszplastic hinge. 
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3.13.1 Formationzof PlasticzHinge: 

Thezmaximum moments causedzby the earthquakezoccur near thezends of thezbeams and 

columns, thezplastic hinges arezlikely to formzthere and mostzductility requirementszapply 

tozsectionznear thezjunction. 

3.14 ASSIGNMENTzOF HINGESzFOR PUSHOVER ANALYSIS 

Forznonlinearzstatic, andznonlinear direct-integrationztime-historyzanalyses, userszmay 

simulatezpost-yieldzbehaviour byzassigning concentrated plasticzhinges to frame andztendon 

objects. Elasticzbehaviour occurs overzmember length, and thenzdeformationzbeyond the 

elasticzlimit occurszentirely withinzhinges, which arezmodelled in discretezlocations. 

 

Figure 1: Force - Displacement curve of a Hinge. 

Inelasticzbehavior is obtained throughzintegration of the plasticzstrain and plasticzcurvature 

whichzoccurs within azuser-defined hingezlength, typicallyzon the order ofzmember depth 

(FEMA-356). Tozcapture plasticity distributedzalong member length, a serieszof hinges may 

be modeled. Multiplezhinges may alsozcoincide at thezsame location. 

Plasticityzmay be associatedzwith force-displacement behaviors (axial and shear) or moment-

rotation (torsion and bending). Hingeszmay bezassigned (uncoupled) tozany of the sixzDOF. 

Post-yieldzbehavior iszdescribed by the generalzbackbone relationshipzshown to the right. 

Thezmodeling ofzstrength loss iszdiscouraged, to mitigatezload redistribution (which may 

lead tozprogressivezcollapse) and to ensureznumerical convergence. 

CSI Softwarezautomatically limitsznegative slope toz10% of elasticzstiffness, though 

overwritezoptions arezavailable. For informationalzpurposes, additionalzlimit states (IO, LS, 
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CP) mayzbe specifiedzwhich are reportedzin analysis, butzdo not affectzresults. Unloading 

fromzthe point ofzplastic deformationzfollows thezslope of initialzstiffness. 

BothzP-M2-M3 hingeszand fiber hingeszare availablezto capturezcoupled axial andzbiaxial-

bendingzbehavior. The P-M2-M3 hingezis best suitedzfor nonlinear staticzpushover, whereas 

thezfiber hinge is best forzhystereticzdynamics. 

3.15 Frame/WallzNonlinear Hinge 

Hingezproperties are usedzto define nonlinearzforce-displacement orzmoment-rotation 

behaviorzthat can bezassigned to discretezlocations along the lengthzof frame (line)zobjects 

or tozthe mid-heightzof wallzobjects. Theseznonlinear hingeszare used duringzstatic 

nonlinearzanalysis, fast nonlinearzanalysis (FNA) modal timezhistory analysis, 

andznonlinear directzintegration timezhistory analysis. Forzall otherztypes of analysis, the 

hinges arezrigid and have nozeffect on the behaviorzof the member. The numberzof hinges 

not only affectszcomputation time, but alsozthe ease in which modelzbehavior and results 

may bezinterpreted. Therefore, it iszstrongly recommendedthat hinges bezassigned only at 

locationszwhere the occurrence ofznonlinear behavior iszhighly probable. 

Note: Itzis importantzthat frame andzwall objects bezdesigned, e.g. reinforcementzshould be 

defined forzconcrete frames and walls, prior to runningza nonlinear analysis utilizingzhinges. 

Three kindszof hinge properties arezavailable in ETABS: 

3.16 AutozHingezProperties. 

Auto hingezproperties are defined byzthe program. The program cannotzfully define thezauto 

properties untilzthe section to whichzthey apply has beenzidentified. Thus, the autozproperty 

is assignedzto a frame or wallzobject, and the resultingzhinge property can then bezreviewed. 

3.17 User-DefinedzHinge Properties. 

User-definedzhinge properties canzbe based on autozproperties or they can bezfully user 

defined. 

3.18 ProgramzGenerated Hinge Properties. 

The generated hingezproperties are used in thezanalysis. They can bezviewed, but they cannotzbe 

modified. Generatedzhinge properties have anzautomatic naming conventionzof LabelH#, where 

Labelzis the frame or wall objectzlabel, H stands forzhinge, and # represents thezhinge number. The 

programzstarts with hingeznumber 1 and incrementszthe hinge number by onezfor each consecutive 

javascript:TextPopup(this)
javascript:TextPopup(this)
javascript:TextPopup(this)
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hinge appliedzto the frame or wallzobject. For example, if a framezobject label is C4, the generated 

hingezproperty name forzthe second hingezapplied to the framezobject is C4H2. 

The mainzreason for the differentiationzbetween defined propertiesz(in this context, definedzmeans 

both autozand user-defined) and generatedzproperties is that typicallyzthe hinge properties 

arezsection dependent. Thus, it is necessaryzto define a different set of hingezproperties for each 

framezor wall sectionztype in the model. This could potentiallyzmean that you wouldzneed to define a 

very largeznumber of hingezproperties. To simplifyzthis process, the conceptzof generated properties 

iszused in ETABS. Whenzgenerated properties arezused, the program combineszits built-in criteria 

withzthe defined sectionzproperties for eachzobject to generate thezfinal hinge properties. The net 

effectzof this is that youzdo significantly less workzdefining the hinge propertieszbecause you do not 

need to definezevery hinge. 

The userzassigns auto hingezproperties and user-defined hingezproperties to a frame orzwall 

object. The programzthen automatically creates a newzgenerated hinge propertyzfor every 

assignedzhinge. 

Define user-definedzhinge properties aszfollows: 

1. Click the Define menu > SectionzProperties >zFrame/Wall Nonlinear 

Hinge command to access the Define Frame/Wall Hinge Properties form. 

2. Choose or inputzparameters for the following areas. 

 Defined HingezProps area. A list of hingezproperties, including any 

previouslyzdefined auto or user-definedzhinge properties iszdisplayed in this 

area.zCheck the ShowzGenerated Props checkzbox to includezthe generated 

hingezproperties in thiszdisplay list. Check the ShowzHinge Details check box 

to displayzadditional information aboutzthe hinges in thezlist (see Show Hinge 

Details check box write-up below). 

 AddzNew Property button. Click thiszbutton and the Default forzAdded 

Hinges formzwill display. Usezthat form tozspecify the type ofzdefault hinge 

definitionszto be usedzas the basiszof adding a newzhinge definition. After 

selectingzSteel, Concrete or UserzDefined, the Hinge Property Data form will 

display. Use thatzform to complete thezdefinition of a new hingezproperty. 

 Add Copy of Property button. 
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1. Highlight a hingezproperty name in the DefinedzHinge Props listzbox. 

Note thatzgenerated propertieszcannot be copied. 

2. Click thezAdd Copy of Propertyzbutton to displayzthe Hinge 

Property Data formzpre-loaded with thezdefinition options ofzthe 

selected hinge property. 

3. Usezthat form to add a newzdefinition based on thezselected 

definition. 

 Modify/ShowzProperty button. 

 

1. Highlight thezhinge property namezto be modified inzthe Defined 

HingezProps list box. 

2. Click thezModify/Show Propertyzbutton to displayzthe Hinge 

Property Data form.   

3. Usezthat form to makezthe necessary changeszto the definition. 

Note: Generatedzhinge propertieszcan be viewed, butzcannot be modified. 

Propertyzbutton will be grayedzout and inactive. A hingezproperty cannot be deletedzuntil it 

has beenzremoved from allzobjects. Remove azhinge by selecting thezobject(s) andzdeleting 

the assignment. 

3. 

 Show Hinge Details checkzbox. When thiszcheck box is checked, 

thezDefined Hinge Propszarea expands to azspreadsheet type area that haszthe 

following columns: 

 

o Name. ThezID assigned tozthe hinge iszdisplayed in thiszcolumn. 
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o Type. Theztype of hingez(e.g., Axial P, Shear V, Moment M and so 

on) is displayedzin thiszcolumn. 

o Behavior. This columnzidentifies if the hinge iszdeformation orzforce 

controlled. 

o Generated. IfzYes is displayed, thezhinge is a generated hinge. If No 

is displayed, the hinge is user defined or auto. 

o From. Ifzthe hinge is azgenerated hingez(i.e., yes appears in 

the Generated column), thiszcolumn displayszthe ID of the 

hingezupon which thezgenerated hinge is based. If thezhinge definition 

is programzdefined, auto displayszin this column. If N.A. appearszin 

thiszcolumn, the hingezis a user-definedzhinge that is based solelyzon 

the user's input. 

Note:  Make changeszto any of thesezitems by first highlightingzthe row of datazto be 

changed. Thenzclick the Modify/ShowzProperty button tozdisplay the Hinge Property 

Data form andzmake the necessaryzadjustments. Note that generatedzproperties cannotzbe 

modified. 

4. 

 Show GeneratedzProps check box. Byzdefault, hinge propertieszthat the 

programzautomatically generates at eachzhinge location are notzlisted in 

the Defined HingezProp area of the Define Frame/WallzHinge 

Properties form. Checkzthe Show Generated Propszcheck box, and ETABS 

willzdisplay those propertieszin the {Defined, all} HingezProps area along 

withzany Auto hinge propertieszthat have been assignedzto the model. 

 ConvertzAuto to User Prop button. Thiszbutton appears on the formzwhen 

an Autozhinge property haszbeen assigned to a frame or wallzobject(s) in the 

modelzand the Show GeneratedzProps check boxzis checked. Whenzthis 

button iszclicked, the programzconverts the Autozproperty hinge to azuser-

defined hingezproperty. After an Autozhinge property, has beenzconverted to 

a user-definedzproperty, the resulting hingezproperty definition canzbe 
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modified byzclicking on it and thenzclicking the Modify/Show 

Property buttonzto display the HingezProperty Data form. 

 

3.19 zCAPACITY 

It is definedzas the expected ultimatezstrength (in flexure, shear and axialzloading) of the 

structuralzcomponents excluding the reductionzfactors commonly used in thezdesign of 

concretezmembers. The capacityzgenerally refers to thezstrength at thezyield point of the 

element orzstructure’s capacityzcurve. For deformationzcontrolled component’s, capacity 

beyond thezelastic limit generallyzincludes the effect of strainzhardening. 

3.20 CapacityzCurve: 

The plot between basezshear and roofzdisplacement is referred aszcapacity curve. Also, 

mentionedzas pushover curve. 

3.21 CapacityzSpectrum 

The capacity curveztransformed from base shear v/szroof displacement (V v/s d) tozspectral 

acceleration v/s spectralzdisplacement (Sa v/s Sd) is referred as capacity spectrum. 

3.22 Capacity SpectrumzMethod: 

A nonlinear static procedurezthat produce azgraphical representation of thezexpected seismic 

performancezof the building byzintersecting the structure’szcapacity curve with azresponse 

spectrum representationzof earthquake’s displacementzdemand on thezstructure, the 

intersectingzpoint is called performancezpoint and the displacementzcoordinate dp of the 

performancezpoint is the estimatedzdisplacement demand on the structurezfor the specified 

level of hazard. 

 

3.23 DEMAND 

Demand is representedzby an estimationzof the displacement orzdeformation that the 

structurezis expected to undergo. This is inzcontrast to conventional, linearzelastic analysis 

procedureszin which demand is representedzby prescribed lateralzforces applied to the 

structure.  
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3.24 DemandzSpectrum 

It is plot betweenzaverage spectral acceleration versusztime period. It represents the 

earthquakezground motion in capacityzspectrum method. 

 

3.25 Pushoverzanalysis procedure  

The use of the nonlinearzstatic analysis pushover analysiszcame into practice in 1970’s but 

the potentialzof pushover analysiszhas been recognised forzlast 10 to 15 years. This 

procedurezis mainly used tozestimate the strengthzand drift capacity ofzexisting structure and 

the seismiczdemand for this structurezsubjected to selected earthquakezthis procedure can be 

used for checkingzthe adequacy of newzstructural design as wellzpushover analysis is 

defined as anzanalysis wearing a mathematical modelzdirectly incorporating the normalzload 

deformationzcharacteristics of individualzcomponents and elementszof the building shallzbe 

subjectedzto monotonically interestingzlateral loads representingzinertia forces in an 

earthquakezuntil a target displacement is excisedzaccident exceeded targetzdisplacement is 

the maximumzdisplacement elastic plus inzasterisk inelastic of the buildingzaddress expected 

under selectedzearthquake ground motionzpushover analysiszassesses thezstructural 

performance byzestimating the force and deformationzcapacity and seismic demandzusing a 

nonlinearzstatic analysis algorithmzthe seas meet demandzparameters are 

globalzdisplacement at roof or anyzother reference point storyzdressed story forces 

componentzdeformation and component forceszthe analysis accountszfor geometrical 

nonlinearity, materialzinelasticity and thezredistribution of internalzforces. 

Pushoverzanalysis can bezperformed as eitherzforce control orzdisplacement controlled 

dependingzon the physical nature of thezLateral load and behaviourzexpected from the 

structurezforce. Controlledzprocedure is usefulzwhen the load is knownzsuch as gravity 

loadingzand the structure iszexpected to be able tozsupport the load. Displacement controlled 

procedurezshould be usedzwhen a specifiedzsource suchzas in seismic loadingzwhere the 

magnitudezof the applied load is notzknown in advance orzwhen the structure canzbe 

expectedzto losezstrength or becomezunstable. Theznonlinear pushoverzanalysis of 

azstructure is anziterative procedure. Itzdepends on the finalzdisplacement as thezeffective 

dampingzdepends on thezhysteretic energyzloss due to inelasticzdeformation whichzin turn 

depends onzthe final displacement. This makeszthe analysis procedureziterative. Difficulty in 
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thezsolution iszfaced near the ultimatezload as thezstiffness Matrixzat this point becomes 

negative, definite duezto instability of thezstructure becoming azmechanism. 

 

 

3.25.1 The analysiszof ETABS  

1. Modelling  

2. Static analysis  

3. Design  

4. Pushover analysis  

3.25.2 Steps for PushoverzAnalysis in ETABS 

1. The ETABS has inbuilt defaultzACI 318 materialzproportions ATC 40 and FEMA 273 

hingezproperties also it haszcapability for inputtingzany material orzHinges propertyzETABS 

dealszwith the buildings onlyzwhere uncoupled moment M2 and M3, TorsionzT, axial force 

p and V2 and V3zforcezdisplacementzrelations can be definedzand the column axialzload 

changeszunder lateral loadingzthere is also a coupledzP-M2-M3(PMM) hinge whichzyields 

basedzon the interactionzof axial force andzbending moment AtzThe hinge locationzin a 

locationzalso more than oneztype of hinge can bezassigned at the samezlocation of a frame 

elementzfollowing are the steps inzperforming pushover analysis for az3D frame building 

one creatingzthe basic modelzwithout the pushoverzdata in the usualzmanner.  

2.  Definingzproperties andzacceptance criteria for thezpushover hingeszthe program includes 

several built-inzdefault hinge properties thatzare based on averagezvalues from ATC 40zfor 

concretezmembers andzaverage values fromzFEMA 273 forzsteel members thesezbuilt-in 

propertieszcan be useful forzpreliminary analysiszbut user defined propertieszare 

recommended for final analysis. 

3. Locate thezpushover Hinges on thezmodel by selectingzone or more framezmembers and 

assigning themzone or more hinge propertieszand its locations. 

4. Defining thezpushover analysis load caseszinner tabs more than onezpushover loadzcan be 

runzin the same analysiszalso a pushoverzload case canzstart from the file andzconditions of 
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anotherzpushover Loads that waszpreviously run in the samezanalysis typically a 

gravityzload pushover is forcezcontrol and lateral pushoverzdisplacement controlled.  

5. Run thezbasic static analysis and if desired dynamic analysiszthen run the staticznonlinear 

pushoverzanalysis.  

6. Displayzthe pushover curve. 

7. Reviewza pushover displacedzshape and sequence of hingezformation on a step-by-step 

basis. 

3.26  PUSHOVERzANALYSIS: 

An overview of the procedurezfor pushover analysis iszgiven aszfollows: 

3.26.1 Create thezcomputational model 

 Create thezcomputational model, withoutzpushover data, using conventional 

modellingztechniques. 

 Definezproperties for pushover hingeszusing Define > SectionzProperties > Hinge 

Properties. Hingeszmay be definedzmanually or by using one of severalzdefault 

specificationszwhich arezavailable. 

 Assign the pushoverzhinges to selected frame objects usingzAssign > Frame > 

Hinges. 

 SelectzDefine > Load Patterns to definezload patterns which willzcontain the loads 

applied duringzpushover analysis. 

3.26.2  Define aznonlinear static load case 

 Select Define > Load Cases > AddzNew Load Case tozdefine a nonlinearzstatic load 

case whichzwill apply thezpreviously-defined loadzpattern. This load case may be 

force-controlled (pushedzto a specified forcezlevel) or displacement-controlled 

(pushed to a specifiedzdisplacement). 

 Select Other Parameters > Results Savedzto Multiple States such that various 

parameterszmay be plotted for each incrementzof applied loading. 

3.26.3 Run thezanalysis 

 Select Analyse > RunzAnalysis to run thezstatic-pushover analysis. 
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3.26.4 Review results 

 To plot base shearzvs. monitored displacement,zselect Display > ShowzStatic 

PushoverzCurve. Additionalzvariables are also availablezfor plotting. 

 To plotzhinge deformation vs. applied loading, select Display > ShowzHinge Results. 

Momentzas a function of plasticzrotation is one suchzoption. 

 To reviewzdisplacement and the step-by-stepzsequence of hinge formation,zselect 

Display > ShowzDeformed Shape. 

 To reviewzmember forces on a step-by-stepzbasis, select Display > Show 

Forces/Stresses > Frames/Cables. 

 Select Display > Show PlotzFunctions to plot responsezat each step of thezpushover 

analysis, includingzjoint displacement, frame memberzforces, etc. 
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3.27 SUMMARIZATIONzOF THE PROCEDURE FORzTHE 

GENERATIONzOF FRAGILITYzCURVES 

 

Step 1: Developmentzof representative modelszof the buildingzstocks using assumed 

probabilityzdensity function and generalztrend of constructionzparameters. 

 

Step 2: Nonlinearzstatic Pushover techniquezis then employed tozdevelop bilinearzcapacity 

curve. 

 

Step 3: Fromzthe bilinear capacityzcurves the yield basezshear co-efficient (Vy/W), 

thezyield global driftzratio (Өy) and the ratiozof the post elasticzslope of the 

bilinearzcapacity curve to thezelastic slope (α) are thenzselected as random variables andzthe 

statistical propertieszof these Threezquantities (Vy/W , Өy and α ) arezdetermine. 

 

Step 4: Fromzbilinear capacity curve Өy and Өu arezestimated to identityzquantitative limit 

state inzterms of globalzdrift ratio: I0, LS and CP. 

 

Step 5: Nonlinearztime history analyses arezthen carried out tozdetermine the maximum 

global driftzratio of the developed modelszcorresponding to eachzearthquake. 

 

Step 6: Usingzthe damage threshold levelszdefined in step 4, the exceedancezprobabilities of 

a particularzdamage state are computedzfrom the PGAzversus maximum globalzdrift 

scatters. 

 

Step 8: The globalzdrift percentiles greaterzthan a given damagezthreshold level are 

computed byzusing the normalzdistribution to estimatezthe exceedance probabilitieszof the 

fragility curveszand the jaggedly varyingzexceedance probability pointszare then smoothened 

tozdevelop fragility curveszfor that specificzdamage state. 
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Chapter 4 

RESULTS 

4.1 SFD and BMD diagram of frame 

 

 

  

                   Fig 4.1 SFD of RCC frame                                      Fig 4.2 BMD of RCC frame 

 

Fig 4.3 stress diagram of 5
th

 floor 
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4.2 ETABS 2015 Concrete Frame Design 

 

 

 

 

Beam Element Details  Type: Ductile Frame  (Summary) 

Level Element Section ID Combo ID Station Loc Length (mm) LLRF 

Story1 B21 beam 300*600 DCon2 5700 6000 1 

 

Section Properties 

b (mm) h (mm) bf (mm) ds (mm) dct (mm) dcb (mm) 

300 600 300 0 25 25 

 

Material Properties 

Ec (MPa) fck (MPa) Lt.Wt Factor (Unitless) fy (MPa) fys (MPa) 

25000 25 1 500 500 

 

Design Code Parameters 

ɣC ɣS 

1.5 1.15 

 

Factored Forces and Moments  

Factored  

Mu3  

kN-m 

Factored  

Tu  

kN-m 

Factored  

Vu2  

kN 

Factored  

Pu  

kN 

-58.3128 0.9021 64.6485 0 

 

Design Moments, Mu3 & Mt 

Factored  

Moment  

kN-m 

Factored  

Mt  

kN-m 

Positive  

Moment  

kN-m 

Negative  

Moment  

kN-m 

-58.3128 1.5919 0 -59.9047 

 

Design Moment and Flexural Reinforcement for Moment, Mu3 & Tu 

  

Design  

-Moment  

kN-m 

Design  

+Moment  

kN-m 

-Moment  

Rebar  

mm² 

+Moment  

Rebar  

mm² 

Minimum  

Rebar  

mm² 

Required  

Rebar  

mm² 

Top    (+2 Axis) -59.9047   432 0 247 432 

Bottom (-2 

Axis) 
  0 123 0 0 123 

 

Shear Force and Reinforcement for Shear, Vu2 & Tu 
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Shear Ve  

kN 

Shear Vc  

kN 

Shear Vs  

kN 

Shear Vp  

kN 

Rebar Asv /s  

mm²/m 

64.6485 62.139 69 0 332.53 

 

Torsion Force and Torsion Reinforcement for Torsion, Tu & VU2 

Tu  

kN-m 

Vu  

kN 

Core b1  

mm 

Core d1  

mm 

Rebar Asvt /s  

mm²/m 

0.9021 64.6485 270 570 289.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beam Element Details  Type: Ductile Frame  (Summary) 

Level Element Section ID Combo ID Station Loc Length (mm) LLRF 

Story1 B21 beam 300*600 DCon2 5700 6000 1 

 

Section Properties 

b (mm) h (mm) bf (mm) ds (mm) dct (mm) dcb (mm) 

300 600 300 0 25 25 

 

Material Properties 

Ec (MPa) fck (MPa) Lt.Wt Factor (Unitless) fy (MPa) fys (MPa) 

25000 25 1 500 500 

 

Design Code Parameters 

ɣC ɣS 

1.5 1.15 

 

Factored Forces and Moments  

Factored  

Mu3  

kN-m 

Factored  

Tu  

kN-m 

Factored  

Vu2  

kN 

Factored  

Pu  

kN 

-58.3128 0.9021 64.6485 0 

 

Design Moments, Mu3 & Mt 

Factored  

Moment  

kN-m 

Factored  

Mt  

kN-m 

Positive  

Moment  

kN-m 

Negative  

Moment  

kN-m 

-58.3128 1.5919 0 -59.9047 
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Design Moment and Flexural Reinforcement for Moment, Mu3 & Tu 

  

Design  

-Moment  

kN-m 

Design  

+Moment  

kN-m 

-Moment  

Rebar  

mm² 

+Moment  

Rebar  

mm² 

Minimum  

Rebar  

mm² 

Required  

Rebar  

mm² 

Top    (+2 Axis) -59.9047   432 0 247 432 

Bottom (-2 

Axis) 
  0 123 0 0 123 

 

Shear Force and Reinforcement for Shear, Vu2 & Tu 

Shear Ve  

kN 

Shear Vc  

kN 

Shear Vs  

kN 

Shear Vp  

kN 

Rebar Asv /s  

mm²/m 

64.6485 62.139 69 0 332.53 

 

Torsion Force and Torsion Reinforcement for Torsion, Tu & VU2 

Tu  

kN-m 

Vu  

kN 

Core b1  

mm 

Core d1  

mm 

Rebar Asvt /s  

mm²/m 

0.9021 64.6485 270 570 289.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Column Element Details  Type: Ductile Frame  (Summary) 

Level Element Section ID Combo ID Station Loc Length (mm) LLRF 

Story1 C5 col 600*600 DCon2 2700 3300 0.613 

 

Section Properties 

b (mm) h (mm) dc (mm) Cover (Torsion) (mm) 

600 600 58 30 

 

Material Properties 

Ec (MPa) fck (MPa) Lt.Wt Factor (Unitless) fy (MPa) fys (MPa) 

27386.13 30 1 500 500 

 

Design Code Parameters 

ɣC ɣS 

1.5 1.15 

 

Axial Force and Biaxial Moment Design For Pu , Mu2 , Mu3 

Design Pu  

kN 

Design Mu2  

kN-m 

Design Mu3  

kN-m 

Minimum M2  

kN-m 

Minimum M3  

kN-m 

Rebar Area  

mm² 

Rebar %  

% 
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Design Pu  

kN 

Design Mu2  

kN-m 

Design Mu3  

kN-m 

Minimum M2  

kN-m 

Minimum M3  

kN-m 

Rebar Area  

mm² 

Rebar %  

% 

949.0439 -26.3382 26.3382 24.1057 24.1057 2880 0.8 

 

Axial Force and Biaxial Moment Factors 

  
K Factor  

Unitless 

Length  

mm 

Initial Moment  

kN-m 

Additional Moment  

kN-m 

Minimum Moment  

kN-m 

Major Bend(M3) 2.259774 2700 10.5353 0 24.1057 

Minor Bend(M2) 2.259774 2700 -10.5353 0 24.1057 

 

Shear Design for Vu2 , Vu3 

  
Shear Vu  

kN 

Shear Vc  

kN 

Shear Vs  

kN 

Shear Vp  

kN 

Rebar Asv /s  

mm²/m 

Major, Vu2 0 0 0 0 0 

Minor, Vu3 16.0927 193.2437 130.0804 0 665.06 

 

Joint Shear Check/Design 

  

Joint Shear  

Force  

kN 

Shear  

VTop  

kN 

Shear  

Vu,Tot  

kN 

Shear  

Vc  

kN 

Joint  

Area  

cm² 

Shear  

Ratio  

Unitless 

Major Shear, Vu2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Minor Shear, Vu3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

(1.1) Beam/Column Capacity Ratio 

Major Ratio Minor Ratio 

N/A N/A 

 

Additional Moment Reduction Factor k (IS 39.7.1.1) 

Ag  

cm² 

Asc  

cm² 

Puz  

kN 

Pb  

kN 

Pu  

kN 

k  

Unitless 

3600 28.8 5940 2235.052 949.0439 1 

 

Additional Moment (IS 39.7.1) 

  
Consider  

Ma 

Length  

Factor 

Section  

Depth (mm) 

KL/Depth  

Ratio 

KL/Depth  

Limit 

KL/Depth  

Exceeded 

Ma  

Moment (kN-m) 

Major Bending (M3 ) No 0.818 600 10.169 12 No 0 

Minor Bending (M2 ) No 0.818 600 10.169 12 No 0 
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Column Element Details  Type: Ductile Frame  (Summary) 

Level Element Section ID Combo ID Station Loc Length (mm) LLRF 

Story5 C5 col 600*600 DCon2 2400 3000 1 

 

Section Properties 

b (mm) h (mm) dc (mm) Cover (Torsion) (mm) 

600 600 58 30 

 

Material Properties 

Ec (MPa) fck (MPa) Lt.Wt Factor (Unitless) fy (MPa) fys (MPa) 

27386.13 30 1 500 500 

 

 

Design Code Parameters 

ɣC ɣS 

1.5 1.15 

 

Axial Force and Biaxial Moment Design For Pu , Mu2 , Mu3 

Design Pu  

kN 

Design Mu2  

kN-m 

Design Mu3  

kN-m 

Minimum M2  

kN-m 

Minimum M3  

kN-m 

Rebar Area  

mm² 

Rebar %  

% 

162.6437 -58.3362 58.3362 4.0336 4.0336 2880 0.8 

 

 

Axial Force and Biaxial Moment Factors 

  
K Factor  

Unitless 

Length  

mm 

Initial Moment  

kN-m 

Additional Moment  

kN-m 

Minimum Moment  

kN-m 

Major Bend(M3) 3.911747 2400 23.3345 0 4.0336 

Minor Bend(M2) 3.911747 2400 -23.3345 0 4.0336 

 

Shear Design for Vu2 , Vu3 

  
Shear Vu  

kN 

Shear Vc  

kN 

Shear Vs  

kN 

Shear Vp  

kN 

Rebar Asv /s  

mm²/m 

Major, Vu2 0 0 0 0 0 

Minor, Vu3 48.0878 159.8374 130.0804 0 665.06 

 

Joint Shear Check/Design 

  

Joint Shear  

Force  

kN 

Shear  

VTop  

kN 

Shear  

Vu,Tot  

kN 

Shear  

Vc  

kN 

Joint  

Area  

cm² 

Shear  

Ratio  

Unitless 

Major Shear, Vu2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Minor Shear, Vu3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

(1.1) Beam/Column Capacity Ratio 

Major Ratio Minor Ratio 

N/A N/A 

 

Additional Moment Reduction Factor k (IS 39.7.1.1) 

Ag  

cm² 

Asc  

cm² 

Puz  

kN 

Pb  

kN 

Pu  

kN 

k  

Unitless 

3600 28.8 5940 2235.052 162.6437 1 
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Additional Moment (IS 39.7.1) 

  
Consider  

Ma 

Length  

Factor 

Section  

Depth (mm) 

KL/Depth  

Ratio 

KL/Depth  

Limit 

KL/Depth  

Exceeded 

Ma  

Moment (kN-m) 

Major Bending (M3 ) No 0.8 600 15.647 12 Yes 0 

Minor Bending (M2 ) No 0.8 600 15.647 12 Yes 0 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Story Response - Story Overturning Moment 

Summary Description 

This is story response output for a specified range of stories and a selected load case or load 

combination. 

Input Data 

Name StoryResp1 

Display Type Overturning moments Story Range All Stories 

Modal Case Modal Top Story Story5 

Mode Number 1 Bottom Story Base 

 
Fig 4.4 storey vs Moment 
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Story Response Values 

Story Elevation Location X-Dir Y-Dir 

 m  kN-m kN-m 

Story5 15.3 Top 0 0 

Story4 12.3 Top 1.0099 1.6731 

Story3 9.3 Top 2.9513 4.8895 

Story2 6.3 Top 5.6101 9.2943 

Story1 3.3 Top 8.7165 14.4408 

Base 0 Top 12.325 20.419 

 

                                                      4.1 Tabulated Plot Coordinates 

 

4.4 Story Response - Maximum Story Displacement 

Summary Description 

This is story response output for a specified range of stories and a selected load case or load combination. 

Input Data 

Name StoryResp1 

Display Type Max story disp Story Range All Stories 

Load Case RS-X Top Story Story5 

Output Type Not Applicable Bottom Story Base 

 
Fig 4.5 storey vs diplacement 
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Tabulated Plot Coordinates 

Story Response Values 

Story Elevation Location X-Dir Y-Dir 

 m  Mm mm 

Story5 15.3 Top 10.4 5.966E-08 

Story4 12.3 Top 9 9.422E-08 

Story3 9.3 Top 6.9 4.223E-08 

Story2 6.3 Top 4.3 4.215E-08 

Story1 3.3 Top 1.7 1.825E-08 

Base 0 Top 0 0 

 

4.5 Response Spectrum from Time History 

Summary Description 

This shows a response spectrum plot obtained from time history results at a specified point for a specified time 

history load case. 

Input Data 

Name RSFromTH1 

Load Case TH-X Coordinate System Modal 

Story Story5 Response Direction X 

Point 1 Spectrum Widening 0 % 

 

Fig 4.6 psa vs period 
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Tabulated Plot Coordinates 

Response Spectrum Values 

Period Damping 0 Damping 0.02 Damping 0.03 Damping 0.05 Damping 0.07 Damping 0.1 

 PSA PSA PSA PSA PSA PSA 

sec mm/sec² mm/sec² mm/sec² mm/sec² mm/sec² mm/sec² 

0.2 4.66 4.5 4.52 4.56 4.58 4.59 

0.3 5.26 4.9 4.74 4.65 4.62 4.6 

0.4 5.63 4.95 4.77 4.62 4.61 4.61 

0.5 7.09 6.77 6.61 6.28 5.96 5.51 

0.6 8.53 8.36 8.22 7.89 7.54 7.02 

0.7 11.45 10.64 10.21 9.38 8.81 8.25 

0.8 15.84 13.98 13.42 12.4 11.46 10.2 

0.9 24.01 20.19 18.58 15.78 13.86 11.93 

1 42.97 28.86 25.21 20.27 17.09 13.89 

1.061 56.26 32.53 28.09 21.88 18.39 15.11 

1.1 51.35 31.62 27.12 21.85 18.41 14.88 

1.181 31.82 24.55 22.43 18.94 16.84 14.22 

1.2 29.14 23.36 21.48 18.28 16.27 14.12 

1.3 22.88 19.13 17.76 15.7 14.39 12.76 

1.4 18.76 16.78 15.89 14.71 13.68 12.34 

1.5 15.87 14.63 13.98 12.77 11.79 10.89 

1.6 15.14 13.9 13.32 12.25 11.3 10.46 

1.8 13.5 12.98 12.67 12.05 11.48 10.7 

2 12.92 12.11 11.76 11.28 10.79 10.06 

2.2 15.74 15.5 15.11 14.2 13.24 11.85 

2.4 25.22 24.25 21.17 16.51 13.72 11.35 

2.6 23.68 20.67 17.46 14.87 13.5 11.88 

2.8 14.22 13.68 13.38 12.61 11.73 10.48 

3 12.16 11.97 11.9 11.69 11.38 10.8 

3.3 13.99 12.77 12.75 12.63 12.34 11.72 

3.6 27.87 22.36 20.71 17.46 15.05 12.75 

3.644 25.8 26.35 22.97 17.95 15.02 12.57 

4 18.75 16.72 15.65 13.26 11.21 9.71 

4.063 18.05 14.85 14.19 12.58 11.01 9.11 

4.4 13.73 11.56 10.81 9.5 8.55 7.85 

4.7 9.86 9.32 8.97 8.41 8.16 7.78 

5 8.23 8.13 8.08 7.96 7.84 7.64 

5.5 8.17 7.2 7.21 7.32 7.42 7.49 

6 12.78 9.2 8.9 8.93 8.55 8.16 

6.5 12.78 13.01 12.44 11.16 10.21 9.33 

7 8.76 9.06 9.05 9.07 9.11 8.99 

7.44 18.14 11.53 10.51 9.43 8.9 8.84 

7.5 32.85 11.94 10.62 9.43 8.96 8.85 

8 10 9.85 9.73 9.45 9.2 8.92 

8.32 9.33 9.26 9.23 9.13 9.01 8.82 

8.5 9.07 9.05 9.04 8.98 8.89 8.74 

9 8.76 8.73 8.71 8.67 8.62 8.53 

10 8.23 8.23 8.23 8.22 8.2 8.17 

11 7.8 7.82 7.84 7.85 7.87 7.88 

12 7.19 7.21 7.32 7.49 7.59 7.68 

12.417 9.27 7.4 7.41 7.54 7.6 7.66 
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Period Damping 0 Damping 0.02 Damping 0.03 Damping 0.05 Damping 0.07 Damping 0.1 

 PSA PSA PSA PSA PSA PSA 

sec mm/sec² mm/sec² mm/sec² mm/sec² mm/sec² mm/sec² 

13 8.2 7.81 7.7 7.61 7.62 7.67 

13.918 11.92 7.82 7.67 7.69 7.74 7.78 

14 10.39 8.17 7.89 7.77 7.78 7.8 

15 8.23 8.2 8.18 8.13 8.09 8.03 

16.5 9.94 9.41 9.01 8.63 8.45 8.3 

17.308 7.35 8.4 8.53 8.54 8.47 8.35 

18 9.02 8.82 8.7 8.55 8.45 8.34 

19.433 8.35 8.35 8.34 8.31 8.28 8.23 

20 8.23 8.23 8.23 8.22 8.21 8.18 

22 7.59 7.78 7.86 7.95 7.99 8.03 

25 8.23 8.21 8.2 8.17 8.15 8.13 

28 8.74 8.53 8.46 8.37 8.31 8.24 

33 8.22 8 8.02 8.07 8.11 8.13 
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4.6 Fragilityzcurve 

 

A particularzstructure type iszconsidered in this study, namelyz5-storey concretezbuildings, 

whichzgenerally do notzcomply with modernzseismic resistant designzand construction 

practice. Threezdimensional models are createdzin ETABS 2015 environmentzto perform 

nonlinearzstatic analysis (pushover) and nonlinearztime history analysis. As properzdesign 

data areznot available inzour country, modelszhave to bezconstructed usingzassumed 

probabilityzdensity functionzand general trend ofzconstruction parameters. Thezrandom 

variablesz(yield base shearzcoefficient, yield globalzdrift ratio and thezratio of the post 

elasticzslope of thezbilinear capacity curvezto the elastic slope) are thenzselected and 

statisticalzproperties of these randomzvariables in terms of meanzand standardzdeviation are 

thenzdetermined. These statisticalzproperties represent thezgroup of building stockzwhich 

seismiczvulnerability will be reflectedzby the generatedzfragility curves by analysingzthese 

models. 

 

Simplezthree dimensional modelszare developed and for models thezconstruction parameters 

are the fck, fy, column size, beam size and bayzlength. In thiszwork fck and columnzsize are 

taken aszvariable parameters. Beamzsize, fy of steel and bayzlength are keptzconstant. Table 

4.1 showszdetails about variouszconstruction parameters ofzdeveloped models.  

 

Construction 

parameter 

Type Parameter 

Concrete compressive 

strength(fck) 

Variable M30-M25 

Steel yield strength(fy) constant 500 MPa 

Column size Variable (500*500)mm–

(600*600)mm 

Beam size Constant (300*600)mm 

Bay length Constant 6 m 

 

Table 4.3 Details of construction parameter 
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4.7 PUSHOVERzANALYSIS AND FAILURE MECHANISM 

 

Using the variablezconstruction parameterszshown in Table 4.3, 30 threezdimensional 

models arezdeveloped in ETABS 2015 havingzdifferent fck and columnzsize. Then nonlinear 

staticzanalysis (pushover) is carriedzout to develop pushoverzcurves for these 30 models. The 

bilinearzcapacity curves arezconstructed for these 30 sampleszof structures. Fromzthese 

bilinearzcapacity curves the yieldzbase shearzco-efficient (Vy/W), the yieldzglobal drift ratio 

(Өy) andzthe ratio of thezpost elastic slopezof the bilinearzcapacity curve tozthe elastic slope 

(α) are thenzselected as randomzvariables and the statisticalzproperties of thesezthree 

quantitiesz(Vy/W , Өyand α) are determined. 

 

Thezpushover curve, definedzhinge properties andzvarious steps of pushoverzfor structure 

having fck of M30 zand column size 600 by 600 mm arezshown in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 and 

Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10 and Fig 4.11 respectively. This mechanismzof structuralzfailure 

reflectszthe lack ofzsufficient columnzstrength that is familiar inzthis region. 

 

 

Fig 4.7 Pushover curve 
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Fig 4.8 Column hinges 

 

 

Fig 4.9 Beam hinges  
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Fig 4.10 step 1 of POA 

 

Fig 4.11 step 2 POA 

 

4.8 IDENTIFICATION OF LIMITzSTATES 

Fromzthe 30 capacityzcurves probabilityzdensity functions of Өy and Өu arezdetermined in 

termszof mean, medianzand standard deviation. Threezperformance limits, immediate 

occupancy, lifezsafety and collapsezprevention thatzare specified inzseveral other 

internationalzguidelines arezadopted in thiszfragility study. 

 

Fromzbilinear capacityzcurves Өy and Өu for thirtyzstructures are determined. Thezcollapse 

preventionzperformance limit Өcp isztaken as the 50 percentzof the median Өuzcomputed 

consideringzthe deficiency inzconstruction quality inzthis region, lack of properzdetailing 
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andzuncertainty in modeling. Thezlife safetyzperformance is assigned as thezhalf of the 

suggestedzcollapse preventionzlimit and immediatezoccupancy is assigned to the 80zpercent 

of median By as mostzthe structures in thiszregion are not properly designedzand detailed for 

seismicity. It iszassumed that light, moderatezand severe damagezstates are experienced 

whenzthe immediatezoccupancy, life safety and collapsezprevention driftzlimits are 

exceeded, respectively.  

 

Parameter Mean Median Standard deviation 

Өy 0.0014 0.0014 0.0092 

Өu 0.0094 0.0095 0.0018 

 

Table 4.2 statistical properties of Өy and Өu 

Limit state Value 

Immediatezoccupancy(light damage) 0.0011 

Lifezsafety(moderate damage) 0.0024 

Collapsezprevention (severe damage) 0.0048 

 

Table 4.3 Damage threshold  

 

4.9 NONLINEARzDYNAMIC TIME HISTORYzANALYSIS AND 

DEVELOPMENT OF FRAGILITY CURVES 

 

The set of earthquake records 0.1g to 0.75 g utilized to compute thezdynamic time-history 

responsezof the developedzmodels. ThezETABS 2015 in orderzto simulate thezstate of 

damagezof each structurezunder groundzacceleration time-history. The globalzdrift ratios are 

calculatedzby dividingzthe maximum valuezof the roofzdisplacement, &top byzaverage 

buildingzheight. In this case thezaverage building height is 15.3m. Thezmaximum global drift 

valueszcomputed by the abovezprocedure are thenzassumed to representzthe seismic 

performancezof the investigatedzconcrete frames. Using thezdamage threshold levelszdefined 

in Table 4.3, the exceedancezprobabilities of thatzparticular fragility curvezwere computed. 

The probabilityzdistribution functionzis the standard normalzor lognormal distributionzin 

most cases (Shinozuka et aI., 2000; Kircher et aI., 1997). Fromzthe central limitztheorem it is 

known thatzif a random variablezX is made of the sum of manyzsmall effects then X might 
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bezexpected to beznormally distributed. Thezglobal drift percentileszgreater than a given 

damagezthreshold level arezcomputed by usingzthe normal distributionzto estimate the 

exceedancezprobabilities of the fragilityzcurves. Table 4.4 describes thezstatistical properties 

of probabilityzdensity function of driftzratios in termszof mean, median andzstandard 

deviationzand probability of exceedancezof a given damage thresholdzfor each of the 

fourteen generated earthquakes.  

 

 

Fig 4.12 IS code ground motion with PGA 0.2 g 

 

Thezprobability of exceedancezfor each earthquakezis calculated consideringznormal 

distribution ofzglobal drift ratios. The globalzdrift percentiles greaterzthan a given damage 

thresholdzlevel arezcomputed by usingzthe Z- Table (shown in Appendix )of 

standardznormal distribution to estimate the exceedance probabilities of the fragility curves. 

Calculation of probability of exceedance for each damage state for earthquake of 0.65g are 

shown here. Statistical properties of probability distribution of global drift ratios for 

earthquakezof PGAz0.65g.  

Mean of global drift ratios for Earthquake of 

0.65g (μ) 

0.0047 

Standard deviation of global drift ratios for 

Earthquake of 0.65g (σ) 

0.00123 

Median of global drift ratios for Earthquake 

of 0.65g  

0.0049 
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Damage state Y Z 

{Z=(Y- μ)/ σ } 

Probability of 

exccedance 

 

Immiadiate 

occupancy 

0.0011 -2.93 1 

Life safety 0.0024 -1.87 0.97 

Collapse 

preventation 

0.0048 0.08 0.47 

 

Table 4.4 Statistical properties of probability distribution of global drift ratios for earthquake 

of PGA 1.20g and corresponding Z value and probability of exceedance for each damage state. 

 

PGA of 

earthquake 

IO LS CP MEAN MEDIAN STANDARD 

DEVIATION 

0.10g 0 0 0 0.0005 0.0005 0.00013 

0.15g 0.08 0 0 0.0008 0.0008 0.00021 

0.20g 0.63 0 0 0.0012 0.00125 0.00029 

0.25g 0.88 0.03 0 0.0016 0.00163 0.00043 

0.30g 0.96 0.21 0 0.002 0.0021 0.0005 

0.35g 0.99 0.25 0 0.0024 0.0024 0.00058 

0.40g 0.99 0.73 0.09 0.0028 0.00285 0.00067 

0.45g 0.99 0.79 0.22 0.003 0.0029 0.00076 

0.50g 1 0.91 0.35 0.0036 0.00365 0.00088 

0.55g 1 0.94 0.47 0.004 0.0041 0.00102 

0.60g 1 0.97 0.63 0.0044 0.00445 0.00106 

0.65g 1 0.97 0.70 0.0047 0.0049 0.00123 

0.70g 1 0.99 0.97 0.0052 0.00525 0.00125 

0.75g 1 0.99 0.99 0.0055 0.0056 0.00135 

Table 4.8: Statistical properties of probability density function of drift ratios and 

probability of exceedance of a given damage threshold 
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Fig 4.13 Fragility curves for IO LS and CP 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Buildingzfragility curveszdescribe the probability of reaching or exceeding, structuralzand 

non-structuralzdamage states, givenzmedian estimates of spectralzresponse, forzexample 

globalzdrift ratios. These curvesztake intozaccount thezvariability and uncertaintyzassociated 

with capacityzcurve properties, damagezstates and groundzshaking. Thezfragilityzcurves 

distributezdamagezamong slight, moderatezandzsevere damagezstates. For anyzgivenzvalue 

of spectralzresponse, damagezstatezprobabilities are calculated as thezdifference of the 

cumulativezprobabilities ofzreaching, or exceeding,zsuccessive damagezstates. The 

probabilitieszof a building reaching orzexceeding the various damagezlevels at a given 

response levelzsum to 100%. Eachzfragility curvezis defined by azmedian value of the 

demandzparameter thatzcorresponds tozthe threshold of thatzdamage state and by the 

variabilityzassociated with thatzdamage state. 
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